BAN ON CHINESE APPS IN INDIA
Tanya Sharma
Whenever we talk about the international strategy of India, the relations of India with China
and Pakistan take the primary spot in our brain. We hear news, every once in a while, about
the MoUs and arrangements in regard to the exchange with these countries. Other than that,
the Indo-China relations are constantly in the headlines because of the regional debates. India
and China were keeping up acceptable associations with one another in a few different ways
like monetarily, strategically, socially, etc. Both are parties to many global participation bodies
like the United Nation framework association, BRICS and so on. On 15th June 2020,Chinese
soldiers assaulted Indian army personnel in Galwan Valley at Ladakh and in this clash,20
Indian armed force staffs were executed. Likewise, there was some news with respect to
bargain with the security of information of Indian clients who were utilizing Chinese
applications.
So, considering these issues at hand and the misfortunes that Indian residents would endure,
the Legislature of India, in the wake of reasoning advantages and disadvantages in all the angles
– legitimately, monetarily and financially, prohibited 59 Chinese applications. This decision
was taken to protect the security, liberty, sovereignty and defence of India and its citizens. The
prohibition was done through the powers of the Central government under Section 69A of the
Information Technology Act, 2000read with pertinent arrangements of the Information
Technology Procedure and Safeguards for impeding of access of data by Public Rules, 2009.
BAN
On 29th June 2020, India restricted 59 Chinese applications, including the renowned TikTok
application, referring them as a danger to public security and the protection of Indian residents
under Section69A of IT Act, 2000. The government provided a clarification that these
applications are wrongfully sending out information to the areas that are outside of India. The
government didn't make any reference to the connection of applications with China, but these
applications are generally of China. This has caused a significant speculation among Chinese
organizations that the ban is somehow related to the Galwan Valley clash.
This isn't the first time when Chinese applications have been restricted in India. In 2017,
Alibaba's UC Browser went under investigation for supposedly releasing versatile information
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of Indian clients. Also, that year, India's safeguard service asked all furnished work force and
officials to uninstall 42 Chinese applications, claiming them as "spyware". A few,
notwithstanding, accept that the circumstance of the boycott isn't unplanned rather a reaction
to the occasions on the outskirts.
IN WHAT MANNER WILL THE BOYCOTT BE UPHELD?
The notice is required to be trailed by guidelines to Internet specialist organizations to stop
these applications. Clients are probably going to get a message saying admittance to the
applications has been limited on the conduct of solicitation of the legislature in the application.
Notwithstanding, while this will affect applications like TikTok and UC News that requires a
live channel to fill any need, clients may at present have the option to keep utilizing applications
that needn't bother with a functioning Internet association. In any case, further downloads of
these applications, like Cam Scanner, are probably going to be blocked on Google's Play Store
and Apple's App Store.
MAIN REASONS FOR THE BAN
1. Data Security: India's Ministry of Information Technology has said that the boycott
was the consequence of "numerous protests from different sources" about applications
that were "taking and communicating client’s information in an unapproved way". A
considerable lot of Chinese applications have been connected to debates over
information security, and have been blamed for offering touchy data to the Chinese
government.
2. China’s National Intelligence Law: China's National Intelligence Law obliges and
boosts privately owned businesses to offer public data to the Chinese government. This
implies that the information gathered by the Chinese applications from their potential
clients can be available to the Chinese Government. There have likewise been a few
confirmations that the information we calmly duplicate on the clasp board, as possibly
our bank OTP or any telephone number or individual data is open and coherent by these
applications. The leak of such touchy data can have a significant danger to the clients
of these applications and to our nation as well. Also, many Chinese policies like
National Security 2015, Cyber security Laws, Foreign NGO Management 2016, Ninth
Amendment to the PRC Criminal Law, Encryption Law, Standardization Law, etc.,
poorly defines concepts under “intelligence work”, thus making it prone to risk and
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violation of human rights. The National Intelligence Law and several other Chinese
policies make ‘spying’ a legal obligation for the companies.
EFFECT OF THE BAN
1. Prominence of the applications in India: India is TikTok's greatest market, with an
expected 120 million dynamic clients. TikTok permits clients to distribute and share
short recordings. In the years since it has been dispatched in India, the application has
become a stage for Indians to showcase their talent and creativity, get fame and
sponsorship opportunities and earn money. The application has transformed numerous
common Indians into online media stars. The huge numbers of TikTok influencers
who were benefitted by the application and the numerous Indian brokers and
money managers who needed an interface to communicate with individuals in
China and used to use We Chat for that, have been contrarily affected.
2. Reaction from the applications: According to BBC, “TikTok's parent organization,
Byte Dance is focused on working with the Indian government to show their devotion
to client security and their promise to the nation by and large.” TikTok’s India head,
said on Twitter that the organization has been asked to meet "concerned government
partners for an occasion to react and submit explanations. Other application producers
are yet to react to the boycott.
3. Reaction of China: The Chinese embassy in New Delhi claimed that India’s decision
to ban applications is selective and discriminatory as it mainly aims at Chinese apps on
ambiguous and far-fetched grounds, is unfair, abuses the concept of national security
exceptions and is against transparent procedure requirements. What’s more, China also
believes it to be against or in violation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) rules.
Yet, India has no concession to this issue with China. Subsequently, India can protect
itself effectively under the provision of public security intrigue and power of the nation.
EFFECT ON CHINA
China is India's biggest exchange accomplice after the US and our reliance on China expands
well past the tech space. The application boycott will unquestionably affect the holding
organizations. For instance, with regards to TikTok, more than30% of its 2 billion global
downloads (approximately) on Google and Apple play stores came from India and this will
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definitely hurt its parent organization Byte Dance. The effect on China's economy, in general,
is hard to anticipate at this stage, yet it will obviously be negative.
CONCLUSION
1. Diminishing reliance on China: This progression will likewise decrease India's
advanced reliance. What's more, new Indian businesses and the set up organizations
will be significantly profited by picking up client base. This will result into an increase
in the download of Indian application son various play stores and would advance our
Prime Minister's exertion of going vocal for local. Individuals have just begun utilizing
Indian options and replacing the banned applications and are very content with the
presentation.
2. Limitation of Data: Information limitation in the Indian setting essentially implies that
organizations gathering basic information about customers must store and handle such
information inside the Indian outskirts. Preceding the (RBI's) declaration of a cut-off
time in September, a year ago, most information from India was not stored inside the
nation. It was typically put away on a cloud knowledge base system located outside of
India. The call to restrict touchy information by the RBI persuaded numerous
organizations like Paytm, WhatsApp and Google to change their information
stockpiling areas to India by 15th October, 2019. This initiative may carry greater
venture to the server farms in India.
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